START

Is data being reported to a federal agency, such as the Dept. of Education.?

    YES
    → All data may be reported.
    → NO

    NO

Is data for an OPI employee with a legitimate educational interest and only relevant to that employee’s program area?

    YES
    → NO
    → YES

    NO

Is data for a school district official with a legitimate educational interest and only includes data from their district?

    YES
    → NO
    → YES

    NO

Is the data limited to total school enrollment counts, OR school enrollment counts disaggregated by grade level and/or gender?

    YES
    → NO
    → YES

    NO

Does the data include Special Education disability counts?

    YES
    → Suppress all data in cells with counts of less than 10.
    → NO

    NO

Will a cell containing the total count be reported; OR if data are percentages, will all cells add to 100%?

    YES
    → Suppress all data in cells with counts of 5 or less and suppress one cell with count greater than 5.
    → NO

    NO

Are all cells with a count of 5 or fewer equal to 0?

    YES
    → Suppress all data in cells with counts of 5 or less and suppress one cell with count greater than 5.
    → NO

    NO

In a sub-group that has a total count, is only one cell 5 or fewer?

    YES
    → Suppress all data in cells with counts of less than 10.
    → NO

    NO

Suppress all data in cells with counts of 5 or less.